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Introducing Important New Features of CLICCT Solutions

How important is it to you to be able to give your clients accurate and up-to-date information on their
requested vacation travel? Does it take too long to research and collect travel information for a
quotation? Are you losing business because it takes too long to convert a quote to a booking?

Clicct Solutions is committed to continuously improving the solution for FIT Tour Operators who have
this challenge. Clicct Solutions is pleased to announce new features for providing fast and accurate
travel information and quotes for customers. These exciting new features provide support for the
business processes required by FIT Tour Operators to compete and win new business by responding far
quicker than their competition in providing a quote and completing the booking. Clicct Solutions
features make it easy to present the quote to your client (either end customer or travel agent) with dayto-day itinerary and clear inclusions.
One of Clicct Solution’s customers has experienced the true value of this feature of the Clicct Solutions
quoting process and functionality. “Delivering a quote to our customers is so much improved now that
we can provide a quote quick and easy. This helps an agency secure the business and not lose it by
taking too long to respond to a client” says Diane Ascenzi, VP Operations, CIT Tours.
Clicct Solutions not only provides a very effective solution for creating and delivering quotes but also
one of the most effective technology solutions for FIT Tour Operators. This travel management solution
covers all aspects of managing quotes, on-line bookings, automatic ticketing, customer payments,
supplier pricing and contracts, product and tour costing, and full financial accounting suite (Accounts
Receivable, Accounts Payable and General Ledger) compliant for travel industry trust accounting and
all Provincial and Federal tax requirements.

Clicct Solutions also offers new features to work with travel agents more effectively and give them the
ability to search and book travel for their customers through the tour operator web site.
Competitively priced, Clicct Solutions offers FIT Tour Operators of all sizes the benefit of Software as

a Service technology with implementation and operating costs to suit all budgets.
If you are interested in these new facilities you can send an email to info@clicct.com to provide us with
your feedback and any questions on the new facilities provided by Clicct Solutions.

